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Annotation: The development of our society today requires the 

formation of a spiritual ideal and its acceptance as the main basis of the 

moral environment of society. Because the soul of a nation is in its morality, 

and the root of the morality of a society is an event that is inextricably linked 

with the history of the nation. From an early age, a person grows up in the 

embrace of ancient traditions and customs. Harmony and coherence in the 

micro, meso and macro environments of the family, community and 

educational institutions play an important role in this. This article discusses 

the importance of the ideal person in gaining a place in society. 
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The spiritual ideal is a set of noble ideas, aspirations and positive 

examples that shape, guide and move a person and society, motivate him to 

good deeds and creativity. The concept of "ideal" is French. “Ideal”, lot. 

Derived from the word "idealus", it means "appearance", "criterion", 

"perfection". Spirituality as a term represents the highest goal of dreams and 

aspirations. It is an important ethical category of social significance. The 

development of our society today requires the formation of spirituality and 

its acceptance as the main basis of the spiritual environment of society. 

Because the life of a nation is inextricably linked with its essence, the root of 

the morality of society is an event that is inextricably linked with the history 
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of the nation. From an early age, a person grows up in the embrace of ancient 

traditions and customs. In this regard, harmony and stability in the spiritual 

environment of the family, community and educational institutions play an 

important role. There is no doubt that the spiritual dream is a sacred feeling that 

has been passed down to us from our ancestors, ingrained in our blood. If we look 

at the way of life and thinking of our ancestors, they saw such individuals in the 

image of ideals, with great emphasis on mental maturity, spiritual purity, physical 

strength and, of course, moral maturity. 

According to the research of scientists, humanity has been striving for three 

ideals throughout its moral development. These are freedom, equality and 

brotherhood. 

Indeed, the principles of freedom, equality and brotherhood play an 

important role in the spiritual development of man, which can be the categorical 

t.s. of the ideal. Because only a person who is free in thought, morals, and activity 

will realize himself. A self-aware person can feel the mutual equality of all people. 

This is the determination of the principle of equality. The fact that people know 

each other as equals is a manifestation of the principle of brotherhood, which 

encourages them to unite and take active action towards a common goal. In other 

words, a person who understands himself realizes that others are equal to him, a 

brother, and realizes that interfering in the lives of others can do great harm to 

himself as well. So it is nourished by the idea of spiritual goodness. This idea, on 

the other hand, forms the basis of spirituality as the basis for a person's self-

realization. And with the understanding of identity, the essence of man is 

discovered. At present, the categories of spirituality are not clearly defined. 

According to most experts, the moral categories of spirituality include goodness, 

faith, and freedom. Their opposite is evil, unbelief and muteness. Creating a 

healthy moral environment in a spiritual society and enriching people’s 

worldviews play an important role in the development of thinking. 

From the first days of independence, President Islam Karimov spoke about 

the role of ideal goals in the development of society, its spiritual development in 
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building a new society. He stressed the need to take into account the 

national-historical way of life, the traditions of our people and the way of 

thinking of the people. Indeed, these three factors express important roots of 

spirituality. Spiritual in our country during the years of independence. 

Strengthening spiritual and moral education, returning to our historical roots, 

national identity, preserving the heritage created by our great ancestors, 

enriching it on the basis of modern science and material achievements, 

raising political awareness and legal awareness of the population, free and 

prosperous homeland and serves the realization of our noble goals, such as 

building a prosperous life. Spiritual ideal The development of our society 

today requires the formation of a spiritual ideal and its acceptance as the 

main basis of the moral environment of society. Because the soul of a nation 

is in its morality, and the root of the morality of a society is an event that is 

inextricably linked with the history of the nation. From an early age, a 

person grows up in the embrace of ancient traditions and customs. Harmony 

and coherence in the micro, meso and macro environments of the family, 

community and educational institutions play an important role in this. This is 

because in the context of the formation of democratic values, it is necessary 

to form the moral consciousness of the people on the basis of the principle of 

universality. Otherwise, the level of moral consciousness in the moral 

environment of society will decline. This is because democratic values give 

a person real freedom. When such freedom is used purposefully, it has a 

positive effect on the formation of moral consciousness, if the freedom 

factor is misused (it is abused), it has a negative effect on the development 

of moral consciousness. Because “freedom is not tyranny and anarchy. He 

who transgresses the law is not a free man, but a transgressor and an 

aggressor. ” 

Therefore, it is necessary to solve the problem of understanding and 

explaining that there is no absolute freedom in society, that independent 

thinking is not irresponsibility and forgetfulness of duty. We can build a 
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society based on the freedom of citizens and independent thinking only if we 

connect freedom with knowledge, knowledge with faith, faith with faith and direct 

them all to the path of development of our Motherland. Therefore, in our view, the 

spiritual ideal is important in the normalization of the moral environment of 

society and in the purposeful formation of moral consciousness. We consider the 

concept of ‘spiritual ideal’ to be a purely moral concept. At this point, we draw 

your attention to its essence and main categories. In understanding the content of 

the spiritual ideal, it is necessary to define the meaning of the two concepts 

‘spiritual’ and ‘ideal’. First of all about the concept of ‘ideal’ 
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